How to Install a Digital Hive with The Bee Cause Project

This Display Wooden Frame system is based on a **French cleats**, a way to hang a cabinet or frame on a wall. **French cleats** can be used in pairs, or with a **cleat** mounted to the wall and a matching edge cut into the object to be hung.
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### Packing List
- 1 Display Wooden Frame (Part A)
- 1 Wooden Facing (Part B)
- 2 Short Wooden TV Mounts (Part C)
- 4 Bolts
- TV - shipped separately
- Packet
  - Signage
  - Thumb Drive with Digital Hive footage

You may also need the following: drill, drill bit, screw bit, measuring tape, screws depending on the type of wall you are mounting on, and a ratchet/socket combo.

### Steps
1. Choose an appropriate place to mount the Display Wooden Frame. Consider clearance and an outlet at least 2 feet from the display.
2. Place the Wooden Display (Part A & B) in the portrait orientation. There is a circular outlet notch in the center of the display frame (Part A), this should be at the bottom.
3. Remove Wooden Facing (Part B) by carefully sliding it up and off.
4. Attach Display Wooden Frame (Part A) to the wall by drilling into the two cross pieces (Part A-1) below the dotted lines.
5. Attach 2 Short Wooden TV Mounts (Part C) to the TV using the provided bolts. Words should face you.
6. Hang TV onto Display Wooden Frame (Part A), making sure to align the cross pieces (Part A1) with the tv mounts. Make sure that the fitting is secure.
7. Plug the thumb drive into USB on the side of the TV.
8. Plug in TV. Use remote control to program the TV to find and display the Digital Hive content.